Environmental Graphics – Connects People with the Environment
Environmental graphics can enhance your university space, conference centers, museums,
venues, or museums. These Environmental graphic designs can convey the professionalism and
tone of your organization professionally.
With Heritage Printing and Graphics, you can surpass your expectation from every possible
angle. Considered one of the biggest large-format graphics providers, we offer expertise,
resources, and technology to develop fine-quality printing graphics to create long-lasting
impressions.
Environmental Graphics Can Transform a Space
Rather than focusing on a particular kind of signage, the term 'environmental graphics' is used
to define signs following their purposes. How can you differentiate between environmental
graphic designs and other types of signatures? Well, graphics generally aim to bring a change in
the space. Our remarkable environmental graphic designs can transform a specific area to
impart a particular feel, alter the utilization, and convey essential information. We have
beautiful and easy-to-apply adhesive graphics for close windows, doors, ceilings, and walls to
enhance your space's beauty. We even deal with unique environmental graphics that occupy a
significant portion of a particular room or a whole building. Our clients always appreciate the
bright, eye-catching colors, meaningful text, bold shapes, and excellent imagery in our graphics.
The Core Team of Heritage Printing and Graphics
Our expert team at Heritage Printing and Graphics comprises skilled and professional graphic
designers, project managers, and visualizers. We believe that few things remain incomplete
unless the necessary finishing touches are added to them. Presentation plays a significant role,
especially when you want to represent your brand in the limelight.
Environmental Graphic Design - Wayfinding Signage
We have an impeccable range of wayfinding signage designs to assist people in navigating
freely around an environment. It includes directional signage, symbols, and maps that mark the
location's purpose. Our colorful and bright wayfinding graphics are guaranteed to make people
feel comfortable and informed in an environment.
Environmental Graphic Design - Interactive Experiences
If you wish to take UX to the next level, our flawless and exemplary signs are the best options to
fit in. These kinds of environmental design are engaged within a particular physical space.
Specific points within an environment are designed to prompt, educate and inspire those
interacting with it. It is also known as touchpoints, designed with perfection to connect users
with the same ideas behind the environment they are present in. In brief, interactive

experience designs can be defined as a more digital and physical medium than other
environmental designs.
Design with Perfection
At Heritage Printing and Graphics, we understand their role played by graphics and signs in
customer experience. We customize each design with complete perfection to fit business
requirements. From floor decals to wall graphics, we ensure that you have the best experience
with our team. To make the installation process simple and easy, we provide the expert
services of technical staff. At every step, our project coordinator will guide you to make the
entire process pleasant.
On the final note, environmental designs and graphics can be used with the freedom to give a
magnificent feel to a specific area. We even relate to several aspects of EGD. For instance, our
compact decals include arrows to mention the directions, along with playful fonts, an exclusive
company logo, and bright colors to convey a brand identity or company culture.
You can gain unforgettable experiences with Heritage printing and graphics environmental
designs. When marketing is involved using our extremely stunning signage, a successful result is
guaranteed.

